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How to make a quality control checklist
Most people probably don't think too much about their cars on a daily basis -- unless he or she happens to be a real car enthusiast, of course. but for most buyers, a machine is simply an appliance. and, like the toaster or blender sitting on the kitchen counter, cars do not tend to take a lot of space in the brain of their
owners. That's right, until the car breaks somehow. the thing is, despite recent high profile calls, overall, cars are more reliable than ever. this because car manufacturers began to master a key step in the production of cars: quality control. in any industry, quality control is a process that is used to ensure that a product is
bug-free, operating issues and any number of other issues you may think about. in automatic production, this means that cars pass through rigorous tests to make sure they are well engineered, safe and comfortable. the quality control process begins long before the first production models of a vehicle are unrolled from
the assembly line. When a car company releases a new product, they build prototypes, which are then tested to find weaknesses, mechanical problems and other details that could be improved. Once the prototypes have been spotted and polished, the design comes into production, where quality control also continues
on the production line. after being built, each car is tested for problems such as fluid and air leaks, mechanical problems and adequate assembly. Read on to find out how car quality control works and about the extreme tests your car had to pass before it was allowed to hit the road. if your customers pay for quality, you
cannotto give them lower products or services. Quality control refers to any process that ensures what you are selling meets a desired standard. There are many quality control methods, and some of them are industry-specific. A quality control procedure that works for a steel manufacturer cannot apply to a fast-food
chain or newspaper. Quality controlare specific to the industry and the sector in which you work. In sales, for example, you could establish procedures around how long the sales team takes to collect lead, respond to proposals or close a sale. Before you adopt any quality control procedure, you must be clear about why
you are doing it. These are some common reasons for implementing quality control procedures: Customers require that your products meet their standards for energy efficiency, purity, zero defects or any problem is important to them. Your products have too many flaws, and your brand's reputation is bad. You're losing
customer loyalty and repeat business because the software has not been properly debugged. Your sales process is lower. Sellers do not track customer information, or compete for the same customers, for example. Customer service is lower: For example, waiters delivering the wrong order to customers or waiting too
long to serve them. If you are setting quality controls to meet your customers' needs, they will determine the quality level for which to shoot. If it is for internal reasons to your company, you have more flexibility. A quality control procedure is not exactly the same as quality assurance, although many companies employ
both. Quality assurance programs (QA) are proactive; you design production to achieve the quality level you want. Quality control methods are reactive; you study output to identify problems or defects and work to solve them. It helps to have both a quality assurance and quality control program in play. Quality assurance
is more convenient, as it eliminates defective products before they are manufactured. If the QA program is not effective, however, you will havequality control tests to determine this. Quality control requires the specific metric you will use to judge equality. In manufacturing, for example, there are several possible reference
parameters: Failure rate Defect frequency Production is under budget and belowAre processes reliable? If you do electronics, how many times do they crash? For customer telephony service, benchmarks may include how long the customer is put on hold, how quickly calls receive response and how many times your
employee has to transfer someone to get the problem solved. Once you know the benchmark you want to achieve, you can plan the steps of the quality control process: How many units will you try from every batch? Based on the test, how many units fail? How many phone calls do you go to voicemail? How many orders
do customers ship late? Are you fading on a pass/face system where any defect is equal to failure, or do you have a sliding scale like a scale from 1 to 10 to assess problems? How will you solve the problems you find? Does your quality assurance program work, or do you need to update it? What changes do you have to
make to ensure that things don't go back to a subpar level as soon as they focus on another problem? Once the quality control procedure is implemented, how do you examine the results? How to improve initial results? Like any other business project, your quality control program can be run against your limits: How many
resources can you devote to the steps of the quality control process? How long can you spend on product or operation tests? Do you have the skills available at home, or do you need to bring in an expert? How often can you afford to test? How to store information so that it is available for those who need to review it? A
good program balances the boost for greater quality against demands on your company's resources. There are different quality control methods, although they are not universally used. The sampling material is a procedure foreffective quality for a manufacturer, but it does not do very well if you are considering a
customer service. It is possible to measure production, whether it be ceramic or asphalt cups for the construction of roads. Quality typesinclude tests for defects, duration, weight or chemical composition. you can feel the smell and the goto of food and evaluate it as attractive as it looks. you can use questionnaires or
interviews to evaluate the quality of the services you provide to customers. for medical supplies, quality control methods include checking that packaging is intact, that chemical composition has been verified by a pharmacist and that any necessary documentation is available. if the drug requires refrigeration, check the
storage conditions would be an additional quality control procedure. We assume that you are offering a line of supplements, and you want to ensure your customers that are of high quality without contaminants. your quality assurance program works to see that your production lives up to this, and then you use quality
control methods to control performance. the lab that makes the supplements sends you the samples for the tests from each batch manufactured. your quality control team decides if the lot meets the set standards. when supplements are packaged, the team checks that boxes have all the necessary information, batch
numbers and expiry dates. the team also checks that the tampering seals are in place and that the right product is in the right box. the team checks that the manufacturer has the necessary records and that they are all in order. if your goal is to improve sales performance, you want a quality control procedure that
measures sellers against a benchmark. you can use customer surveys and employee interviews to get information: what prospecting methods do your sales team use to collect leads? How quickly does your people respond if a potential customer asks for a sale proposal? how muchWould you like to close a sale? how
long do they spend on potential sales that never happen? How many sales have passed to the last minute? how much does business repeat or reference activity come from every successful sale? what yours doesThe team thinks about the trial? Are there any obstacles that you are not aware of? Is it the motivation of
the problem, the size of the commissions or the team takes care of too many customers per person? Look for defects outside the real sale process. It is possible that the problem is not with the sales team but with the way the company supports them: Did the company throw the cards down? Is it easy for the sales team
to find answers to technical questions from customers? Do your brochures or website provide clear information about what products you have available? The restaurants are an area where product quality and service quality are both important. Bad food or an unfriendly waiting person can both lead to a bad online review.
Quality control methods can help you evaluate both. How good is food? Although you are competing on price and not on quality, customers still have standard. How attentive are your waiting staff, bartenders and other employees? Does the restaurant look clean? Employees clean tables accurately and efficiently? Are
the bathrooms clean? clean? how to create a quality control checklist. what is a quality control checklist
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